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NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS IN 1-D EULER EQUATIONS
USING HIGHER ORDER SCHEMES
K.S. Ravichandran*
Abstract
A comparative study of the performance of commonly used, TVD or non-7VD
second order accurate numerical algorithms for selected gas dynamic problems
governed by 1-D Euler equations is presented.
Introduction
Recently the necessity of ensuring accurate,
reliabe and robust resolution of the inviscid solution
features governed by the non-linear convection terms
of the Euler equations has been well appreciated [1,21.
The need for this becomes especially important in
shock-viscous interaction problems where both
excessively smeared but monotone shock profiles as
well as steep shock profile with non-physical pre and
post-shock oscillations ought to be avoided if computed
solution is to be analysed for finer flow structure with
confidence. As for as this issue is concerned, one of
the examples computed in the present work purports
draw attention to the fact that the dividing line between
confidence and lack of it in a numerical algorithm,
when it comes to interpretation of the computed
solution may indeed be very thin. Much effort has
lately been spent in tackling these problems and the
success of ENONNO type schemes in guaranteeing
highly accurate solutions without spurious numerical
effects in the solution of inviscid flow problems is
very heartening [1-31. Algorithms of the ENO/UNO
type are however highly nonlinear (even for linear
problems) and also are solution adaptive in the sense
that the computational stencil depends on the features
present in the evolving solution and so varies from
grid point to grid point. For this reason, especially for
orders of accuracy higher than 2, these algorithms arc
highly computer intensive. While 3-D computations
using these algorithms, even for the inviscid case. may
be safely ruled out in the context of the available
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TVD/UNO or non-TVD schemes for the I-D Euler
equations show that even without the complexity of
flow associated with multi-dimensions, many flow
features need to be adequately resolved without
introducing spurious numerically generated errors even
for qualitative understanding of the computed flow
picture. For this reason high order non-oscillatory
algorithms currently under development, may be
essential for analysing complex flow fields in multi-
dimensions.
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